**Advantages:**

- Ergonomically designed specifically for SMT carrier tapes of all sizes.
- Used with the splice clip/shim and splice tape of any width.
- Ensures SMT component reels can be joined quickly and securely.

**Description:**

- Material: Stainless Steel
- Dimensions: 18cm x 7.5cm x 6.5cm
- Weight: 0.6kg
- 5mm guide pins for reel placement
- Side brackets to mount tool to a table/cart

**Instructions:**

1. Cut the reel at 90 degrees.
2. Using the pin guides, place the brass clip onto the tool. Add the two reels, center and clamp.
3. Remove a strip of single splice tape.
4. Apply the strip to the top of the connecting reel.

**P/N | Category | Qty/Unit**
--- | --- | ---
ST310 | Silver Splice Tool | 1 pc

**JOINING MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS**